MEET MALIK DUCARD
VP, PARTNERSHIPS AT YOUTUBE
COME HEAR MALIK’S STORY AND ASK HIM YOUR QUESTIONS

FRIDAY
DECEMBER 11
10:30 - 11:45 AM PST

Join USC Viterbi School of Engineering and Google during CS Ed Week to meet Malik Ducard, a champion of STEM who is a Vice President at YouTube. Join our virtual event to hear Malik talk about his journey and why he finds Computer Science to be so creative. Teachers & others can register here (space is limited, preference given to those who register by Tuesday), 12/8: https://tinyurl.com/USC-Dec11-YouTube

Learn more at USC Viterbi K12 STEM Center | Google CS First
Questions: email us at K12STEM1@usc.edu

#CSforSocialJustice  #CSEdWeek  @USCViterbiSTEM